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Abstract—A promising approach to reducing disk energy
consumption is to use multi-speed disks with lower rotational
speeds, and allowing disks to run slowly when workloads are
light can reduce their large contribution to the power used by
video servers. We propose an SSD cache management scheme
for video servers which use multi-speed disks. We formulate an
integer linear problem (ILP) that determines videos cached on the
SSD with the aim of minimizing overall disk energy consumption.
Simulations show that our caching scheme allows disks to run
at lower speeds, which saves disk energy consumption greatly.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The increasing number of video application services such
as digital libraries, UCC (user created contents) and movieon-demand increases the storage demand of the data centers
greatly, which makes the energy consumption of video servers
a significant problem. Servers are typically built on a redundant array of independent disk (RAID) which are one of the
biggest energy consumers among the components of a server.
Reducing the speed at which a disk spins reduces its power
consumption. Gurumurthi et al. [1] have suggested that multispeed disks could save a lot of power consumption in servers.
Based on this, Zhu et al. [2] proposed a flexible disk placement
architecture called Hibernator to reduce disk speeds as often
as possible. Multi-speed disks are now on the market (e.g.
Hitachi drive [3] and the SONY drive [4] ), and are being
used to build energy-efficient storage systems [5].
Flash-based solid state disks (SSDs) provide many technical merits such as low-power consumption and shock resistance [6]. But due to their high cost, it is almost impossible to
use SSDs solely for video servers that typically require large
storage space.
We propose an SSD cache management scheme for video
servers which use multi-speed disks. We formulate an integer
linear problem (ILP) that determines videos cached in the
SSD with the aim of minimizing disk energy consumption,
and explore how cache allocation affects the overall energy
consumption.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
To support the periodic retrieval of a video server, we use
round-based scheduling in which time is divided into equalsized periods, called rounds, and each client is served once
in each round [7]. For example, to serve a stream at 1.5Mbps
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with a round length of 2 seconds, the server needs to read
3Mbits of data during every round.
A multi-speed disk can service some level of requests at
reduced speeds without transitioning to a full speed, thus
saving energy. Suppose that each disk has NS speed levels. We
use a typical seek time model in which a constant seek time Ts
is required for one read of contiguous data [7]. The rotational
delay and the data transfer rate vary with the speed level. Let
rd (l ) be the data transfer rate and Td (l) the rotational latency
of a disk running at speed level l (l = 1, ..., NS ). Let ND be
the number of disks in the array.
Each video file i has a size of Si and a bit-rate of bi ,
(i = 1, ..., NV ), where NV is the number of videos. Disk
bandwidth utilization is defined to be the ratio of total service
time to round length [7]. Let R be the length of round. The
amount of data that must be read during R for video i is
bi R to keep up with playback rate, and reading a video file
i incurs a seek and rotational delay overhead of Ts + Td (l)
R
and a reading time of rbi(l)
; therefore, reading video i increases
Ts +T (l)+

bi R

r (l)
disk bandwidth utilization by
.
R
We calculate disk bandwidth per unit storage of each video
i when the lowest speed level is selected, wvi which is
b R

i )
NCi (Ts +Td (1)+ r (1
)
,
Si R

where NCi is the number of concurrent
clients requesting video i. We introduce the arrays of videos,
where each element Vk,m represents a video with the mth
highest value of wvi among videos stored on disk k (k =
1, ..., ND). We cache videos with higher wvi values onto
SSD first, because serving these videos from SSD reduces
disk bandwidth utilization most. We thus have the following
combinations of videos cached on SSD for disk k as follows:
CVk = {φ, {Vk,1 }, {Vk,1 , Vk,2 }, ..., {Vk,1 , ..., Vk ,NEk −1 }},
where NEk represents the number of elements in CVk . Let
SRk ,n be the storage requirement needed to store videos in
the nth element in CVk . We introduce a binary variable xk,n
as follows: if only videos of the nth element in CVk among
videos stored on disk k are cached on SSD, then xk,n = 1;
otherwise xk,n = 0.
Let Ci,j denote the j th client requesting video i, (j =
1, ..., NCi ). Let Gk be a set of clients requesting videos stored
on disk k, (k = 1, ..., ND). Let Qk ,n be a set of clients
requesting videos in the nth element in CVk . We determine
disk bandwidth utilization, Dk,n (l) of disk k for the speed
level of l when xk,n = 1 as follows:
Dk,n (l) =

X
Ci,j ∈Gk −Qk,n

(Ts + Td (l) +
R

bi R
r (l) )

.
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE AND POWER CONSUMPTION OF EACH RPM LEVEL .
1
2880
24.56MB/s
5ms
4.08W
7.38W
7.38W

2
3960
33.77MB/s
3.6ms
5.11W
8.41W
8.41W

3
5040
42.98MB/s
2.86ms
6.48W
9.78W
9.78W

4
6120
52.19MB/s
2.35ms
8.17W
11.47W
11.47W

Energy consumption ratio

speed level
RPM
r (l)
Td (l)
Pi (l)
Pa (l)
Ps (l)

1

5
7200
61.4MB/s
2ms
10.2W
13.5W
13.5W

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.2
0.1

0
64GB

Let Ps (l) be the power required during the seek phase, while
Pa (l) is the power required during the active phase, and Pd (l)
is the power consumed during the idle phase when the speed
level is l. We calculate the energy consumption during R in
each phase as follows:
P
1) The total seek time is
Ci,j ∈Gk −Qk,n Ts . When
the speed level is l, the energy required to perform seeks during R denoted by ESk ,n (l ), is
P
Ci,j ∈Gk −Qk,n Ts Ps (l).
2) The energy required for reading
denoted
P data during R, R
Pa (l).
by EAk ,n (l ), is calculated as Ci,j ∈Gk −Qk,n rbi(l)
3) The energy required when no disk activity is taking place or a disk is waiting for a sector to arrive
underneath a head, denoted by EIk ,n (l ) as follows:
P
bi R
Ci,j ∈Gk −Qk,n (R − r (l) )Pd (l).
We therefore determine the power consumption of disk k when
speed level is l and xk,n = 1, Pk,n (l) as follows:
ESk ,n (l ) + EAk ,n (l ) + EIk ,n (l )
.
R
Disk bandwidth utilization must be smaller than or equal to
1; based on this, we define a set of feasible speed levels of
disk k when xk,n = 1, Wk ,n = {l | Dk,n (l) ≤ 1−α}, where
α represents additional disk bandwidth reserved to prepare for
the overload condition. To reduce the energy consumption, the
lowest speed level in Wk ,n needs to be selected; we refer to
this speed level as Lk ,n . A total size of the cached videos must
not exceed the SSD size, TS . We can then formulate the cache
selection problem (CSP) that determines xk,n as follows:
PND PNEk
Minimize
k=1
n=1 xk,n Pk,n (Lk ,n )
Pk,n (l) =

subject to

PND PNEk
k=1
n=1 xk,n SRk ,n ≤ TS ,
PNE
k
x
n=1 k,n = 1, (k = 1, ..., ND),
xk,n ∈ 0, 1.

III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We evaluate the effectiveness of our scheme through simulations of an array of 20 five-speed disks in Table I. The arrival
of client requests follow a poisson distribution where the interarrival time is 4 seconds, and the access probability follows
a Zipf distribution with parameter θ = 0.271. We considered
an SSD with 240 MB/s, which is measured for real sequential
workloads [6]. The SSD consumes 1.3W in active mode and
0.7W in idle mode [8]. We consider a workload consisting of
800 video files that support 9Mb/s. α is assumed to be 0.1, and
the round length is 2 seconds. To find the optimal solution to
CSP, we ran an lp solve program [9]. We profile the energy
consumption of the disk array over 2 hours.
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We assess how energy consumption depends on the size
of the SSD, and Fig. 1 shows the energy consumption ratio
relative to the case where the SSD cache is not used. From the
figure, we observe that increasing the cache size gives disks
more opportunities to stay at lower speeds, which decreases
disk energy consumption.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We have formulated an integer linear problem that determines videos cached on the SSD to minimize disk energy
consumption. Simulations show that using a 256GB SSD can
save up to 33% disk energy consumption.
As our future works, we are going to handle several important issues such as SSD bandwidth limitation and replacement
overheads. We also plan to apply our scheme to real video
servers.
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